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Ummm....that's PIMSY, not
pimpsy!

We actually crack up in the office when someone mispronounces our product
name as "pimpsy"  how could you not!? While our unique name showcases the
individuality of our product and services, it also doesn't immediately convey
what it is.

PIMSY is software: electronic health records (EHR) and Practice
Management for mental / behavioral health, including Psychiatry
and Counseling
PIMSY stands for Provider Information Management Systems  essentially, a
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comprehensive system that manages all of your client and practice data. PIMSY
saves you time (and therefore money) by reducing your tasks to a few button
clicks. Because it makes you more efficient, it frees up your time and resources
to focus on your clients.
Watch a few of our 2 minute videos to see how PIMSY handles the treatment
plan, group notes, authorization tracking, ePrescribing....and much more.
Not only is our name unique, but so is our approach: we set our bar higher
than others in providing a topnotch product and services. We'd love to show
you how PIMSY can make your practice more profitable  let us know if you'd
like to see more.

Not interested!? No worries! Our feelings aren't hurt  and we certainly
don't want to clog up your inbox with emails that don't pertain to you. If you're
no longer interested in receiving these emails, please click here to unsubscribe.

WEBINAR TODAY! LEVERAGE
MEANINGFUL USE TO OBTAIN
YOUR EHR
How does an organization utilize the
Meaningful Use Grant Program to
supplement the purchase of an
electronic health record?
* What is Meaningful Use?
* How does the grant program work?
* Who is eligible? Does it apply to mental
/ behavioral health?
* What does the grant program pay to an
eligible professional?

HOW DO YOU UNCHAIN YOUR
BILLER?! WATCH THE VIDEO
One of the most efficient ways to get
paid is having a documentation process
that allows billing to be automated. You
want to have your biller available to:
*process preapprovals
*follow up on denials
*stay on top of credentialing and
enrollment
If your biller is busy keying all day,
there's no time for these essential tasks!
The ideal situation is to have your billing
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* How do I access grant program before
the end of 2014?
Learn how to leverage the Meaningful
Use Grant Program: Join us for a
complimentary webinar  space is
limited, reserve your spot now!
Thursday, 10/30/14, 12  1 PM

automated so your staff is free to
ensure: the agency's properly enrolled,
clients are approved for services, and
denials are researched.
Get all the details here (click on
image below to watch video):

Can't make it today? Register anyway,
and we'll send you a recording to watch
on your schedule.

For more information about electronic solutions for your practice, check out Behavioral Health EHR.

PIMSY EHR + practice management system
pimsyemr.com
hello@pimsyemr.com

877.334.8512, ext 1
Click here for details about PIMSY EHR or watch a video demo here
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